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T he word 

‘crisis’ 
has 

become ubiquitous 

in news stories about 

unpaid student loans, which now 

total an estimated $1.2 trillion. But 

the north Carolina Court of Appeals has in-

troduced a new term into the student loan lexicon: 

marital debt.

In an opinion issued earlier this month, a unani-

mous three-judge panel for the court found for the 

first time that a spouse could be forced to help repay 

his or her other half ’s student loan debts when they 

divorce.

The June 16 decision in Warren v. Warren was a 

long time coming, said Raleigh-based family law at-

torney Lee Rosen.

“I don’t know why it has taken so long for a case 

like this to go to the Court of Appeals,” he added, “but 

we really need it now because student loan debt is the 

biggest consumer loan debt in America.” 

Rosen, who was not involved in the Warren case, 

noted that the decision conflicts with what has be-

come a standard practice for most of his colleagues 

when they orchestrate divorce settlements.

“It’s fairly typical when cases settle for each party 

to take their own student loan debt,” he said. “I’ve al-

ways been puzzled by that.”

More debt, more money

The husband in the case at hand, Michael Warren, 

contended that his wife’s $88,429 in student loan debt 

was separate property because she’d failed to prove 

that she took out the loans for his benefit as well as 

her own. 

Mary Warren incurred the debt while married and 

obtaining a master’s degree in occupational therapy 

from Lenoir-Rhyne university in Hickory. She grad-

uated in 2009 and the marriage dissolved in March 

2011.
Before the separation, Mary found work as an oc-

cupational therapist and initially made about $34 an 

hour but later found another job in the same field 

that paid $60 an hour. She was making $65,000 a 

year when she and Michael parted ways. He brought 

home about $100,000 a year.

Michael argued on appeal that the trial court had 

wrongly determined that Mary’s student loans were 

marital debt based, in part, on an unpublished state 

Court of Appeals decision last year in Baldwin v. 

Baldwin.

The court held that even though a wife had in-

curred stu-

dent loan 

debt during the 

marriage, she failed to 

prove that the loans ben-

efited her husband, there-

fore the loans could not be classified 

as marital debt.

The wife in Baldwin obtained a master’s degree but, 

unlike Mary, testified that the degree did not help her 

find employment or earn more money.

Enjoying the benefits

In deciding Warren, state Court of Appeals 

Judge Ann Marie Calabria, who wrote the opin-

ion, considered decisions from appellate courts 

in Colorado, Louisiana and Missouri.

She determined that “in order for the court 

to classify student loan debt as marital debt, the 

parties must present evidence regarding whether 

the marriage lasted long enough after incurring 

the debt and receiving a degree for the married 

couple to substantially enjoy the benefits of the 

degree or higher earnings.”

Because Mary’s evidence showed that Michael 

had benefited from her increased earnings for 20 

months before they split up, Calabria concluded 

that her loans qualified as marital debt.

Her attorney, Wesley Starnes of Hickory, did 

not respond to an interview request.

Michael’s attorney, William Respess Jr. of Le-

noir, had argued on appeal that even if the court 

put his client on the hook for Mary’s loans he 

should only have to pay for the period in which 

he benefited from the debt.

“This marriage benefited from her increased 

earnings for 20 months, but this is a 30-year 

loan,” Respess said in an interview.

He also asserted that Mary’s loans could not be 

considered marital debt because a degree is clas-

sified as separate property.

But Calabria found that Respess failed to raise 

both of those arguments at the trial level and 

declined to consider them on appeal. Though 

Respess took issue with the appellate court’s 

findings, he said he would not advise Michael 

to petition the state Supreme Court to hear the 

case.
Days before the opinion was published, Re-

spess was suspended from practicing law for 

two years for having sex with two clients, one of 

whom he married. He said the disciplinary ac-

tion was not related to the Warren case.

‘Subtle and loose standard’

Calabria acknowledged in Warren that the 

state’s appellate courts “have not defined what 

constitutes a joint benefit in the context of mari-

tal debt” and have not required evidence to show 

such a benefit.

“Instead,” she wrote, “our Courts have required 

that the debt must have been incurred for the 

joint benefit of the parties.”

That is a lower standard than proving that both 

parties actually benefited from the debt. Most 

people take out student loans with the expecta-

tion that they’ll get better jobs and make more 

money after graduation, but that doesn’t always 

happen.

Still, Rosen expects that the courts will treat 

virtually all student loan debt incurred during a 

marriage as a marital debt, regardless of whether 

both spouses benefited, “unless there’s really an 

egregious set of circumstances,” he said.

For instance, he knows of cases in which the 

court refused to make one spouse pay for her 

partner’s credit card debt for escort services. But 

otherwise, “there’s almost a presumption that all 

debt incurred during the marriage is for the ben-

efit of the marriage,” he said.

Rosen added that the courts might also side 

with people who were married to medical stu-

dents and left behind shortly after their spouses 

graduated from a residency program and became 

full-fl edged doctors with substantially larger sal-

aries. This happens often, he said.

He believed that the non-doctor spouses would 

have a strong argument against classifying the 

medical school loans as marital debt because the 

relationship ended before they realized any sub-

stantial benefit from the debt.

“The court is giving itself a little wiggle room 

here. I think it really is a subtle and loose stan-

dard,” he said. “The question in the next case and 

the case after that and the case after that is going 

to be whether there is marital debt when there is 

increasingly less benefit.”
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Wary lawmakers seek to limit drone surveillance

 ■ PHILLIP BANTZThe drones are coming and they’re making lawmakers across 

the nation nervous, as evidenced by a flurry of legislation filed this 

session to protect civilians from the inevitable swarms of prying 

electronic eyes in the skies.So far this year, drone privacy bills have been introduced in at 

least 34 states, including North Carolina, where lawmakers are 

pushing proposals that would require police to get a search warrant 

before launching unmanned aircraft to gather evidence in criminal 

investigations.The N.C. bill would allow residents to sue law enforcement 

for conducting drone surveillance without a warrant. It also 

would make it a misdemeanor for anyone, even police and other 

government agents, to use drones to record criminal activities 

without court approval.One of the bill’s sponsors, Democratic Rep. Duane Hall, a 

former criminal defense lawyer who practices real estate law in 

Raleigh, said he’s concerned about police using drones for “fishing 

expeditions.”“It [the legislation] makes clear that the use of a drone to do 

a police search has to be subject to the Fourth Amendment 

restriction against non-reasonable 
search,” he said. “It also makes it 

clear to law enforcement that if they 
violate the statute, the evidence will 

be inadmissible.”The proposal doesn’t call for 
an outright ban on drones. Police 

could still use the machines without 
a warrant when they believe that 

doing so could save a life, keep a 
suspect from escaping or prevent the 

imminent destruction of evidence or property.

“There’s been a proliferation of drone usage, and privacy 

protections have not kept up with the technology,” said another 

sponsor of the bill, Democratic Rep. Pricey Harrison, a retired 

communications lawyer in Greensboro.
Harrison added that the legislation came about after its chief 

sponsor, Rep. Mitchell S. Setzer, a Catawba Republican and 

businessman, received a call from a constituent complaining about 

a drone that had been flying over his yard. Setzer did not return 

messages seeking comment.
Drones are certainly the topic du jour. Earlier this year the 

American Civil Liberties Union launched a nationwide effort to 

uncover details about police usage of drones and other military 

gadgets.
Shortly after the ACLU announced that campaign, the city of 

Monroe went public with its plans to buy a $44,000 surveillance 

drone with seized drug money. City police Chief Debra Duncan 

said her department was not deterred by the drone privacy bill, 

which she called “a little too restrictive.”
“We’re not seeing what we can do 

to violate people’s rights,” she added. 
“We’re looking at it from a public 

safety standpoint.”The N.C. Association of Chiefs 
of Police has not taken an official 

position on the legislation, but its 
head lobbyist, Raleigh lawyer Fred 

P. Baggett, said several police chiefs 
shared Duncan’s concerns.

“A lot of it is because we’re not sure what legitimate law 

enforcement uses might be made of this technology,” he said.  “As 

a whole, we certainly understand the desire to protect personal 

privacy. But there might be unintended consequences of overbroad 

prohibitions.”For instance, the bill appears to let police use drones to monitor 

large public gatherings, such as festivals and outdoor concerts. 

But if the machine records video of a crime during the event, it is 

unclear whether that evidence would be admissible in court.

“The question is what do you do with that?” Baggett said. “I just 

think it bears further discussion as this moves forward.”

It also makes it clear to law 

enforcement that if they violate 

the statute, the evidence will 

be inadmissible.Democratic Rep. Duane Hall
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